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Abstract

This paper examines, in a high technology context, how investor and investee behave,
and interact, in the face of risk.  The evidence on which it is based was obtained by
fieldwork methods, over the period 2000-2, examining a sample of UK investors and
investees active in high technology areas.  The paper focuses on four questions: how
risky are investments; what affects risk most; what aspects of innovation affect risk;
what non-financial factors affect risk most? It finds that there was general agreement
between investors and investees about which investments were relatively more or less
risky.  However, investees were shown to be relatively more risk averse than
investors, right across the spectrum of investee types.  When it came to factors
affecting risk most, there was a clear difference between investors and investees.
Agency risk was largely the concern of the investor.  Business risk was the investee’s
first priority, and agency risk did not figure large in the investee’s mind.  This
suggests that this component of risk had successfully been shifted on to the investor.
Business risk was also a clear concern of investors, but they placed more emphasis on
matters like market opportunities and sales, than did investees.  The paper concludes
that investors and investees generally see risk in the same light, but, that when views
differ, this is explicable either by function (producer/ funder) or by relative risk
aversion.
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Investor and Investee Conduct in the Risk Appraisal of High
Technology New Ventures in the UK*

1. Introduction

In this paper, our aim is to investigate how UK investors and investees managed risk,

when high technology was involved.  Our evidence was gathered using the

instruments discussed in Reid and Smith (2002).  We interviewed both investors and

investees using two semi-structured interview schedules of parallel design.   These

allowed us to take respondents through a common agenda in face-to-face interviews.

In these interviews we covered: risk premia; investment time horizon; sensitivity

analysis; expected values; predicting cash flows; financial modelling; decision

making; and qualitative appraisal.  During these interviews, which could take several

hours, we gathered considerable bodies of evidence on how investors and investees

handled risk.  For each interview, we gathered over eighty numerical responses, and

over forty qualitative (text) responses.  These were coded, and then stored in a

database for future analysis.  This paper reports on this analysis in a comparative

fashion, contrasting the behaviour of investeee with investor. Wherever possible, we

have made reference to our general taxonomy of risk types: agency risk, business risk

and innovation risk, see Reid and Smith (2001).

2. Assessing risk

In our interviews we defined a risk premium as the additional return which induces

investors to accept additional risk.  The great bulk of investors did attach risk premia

to their discount rates, usually without reference to the cost of capital.  It was usually

claimed that there was so much ‘head room’ in risk management plans that the cost of

capital became an insignificant factor.  In detail, methods of fixing risk premia varied,
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but, in general, similar principles applied.  A representative investor’s comment was:

“We do it on the basis of IRR calculations.  Early-stage technology companies require

a higher rate of return … you’re looking at about 60 per cent per annum.  We double

the IRR because we’re in a high risk sector”.  The investor who said this made two

things clear: first, it is useful to think in terms of risk classes; and second, stage of

investment is one of the most obvious of such classes.  Investees were less sure than

investors that they thought in terms of risk premia.  On reflection, most thought that

they did.  For example, one said “we might look at adding another 5 to 10 per cent as

a risk premium on the discount rate.  One method I would use is adjusting the

discount rate for an amount, as a way of accounting for perceived risk”.

3. Attitudes to Risk

In our interviews, we thought of risk classes as categories of similar degrees or types

of risk.  Grouping risk in this way can aid effective risk management.  Most investors

(95 per cent) thought of their investments as belonging to appropriate risk classes.

One investor, typical of many, said that, when risk classes needed defining, “we

would do it by stage of investment”.  Another investor, again quite typical, said “we’d

look at risks in specific areas - for example, technology, market and manager (people)

risk”.  The latter comment is notable for its reference to our chosen risk categories of

‘innovation risk’, ‘business risk’, and ‘agency risk’.

   Both investors and investees were able to rate investment opportunities by risk

class.  This might be done by stage of investment (see results in Figure 1 and 2).  Both

investors and investees were asked to say how risky they rated different types of

investment, using a six point Likert scale [Oppenheim (1992, Ch.11)].  Options were

listed in the following order: seed, start-up, other early stage, expansion, MBO, MBI,
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Figure 1: Investors’ attitudes to risk
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Figure 2: Investees’ attitudes to risk
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turnaround, replacement, follow-on.  Figures 1 and 2 represent the perceived risk of

investment types, according to the views of investors and investees, respectively.  The

length of the bars in Figure 1 and 2 represent average perceived degree of risk, for

investors and investees, respectively.

   The investees ranked seed-corn, start-up, turnaround, and other early-stage

investments as being the four most risky.  Investees actually ranked the same four

investment stages as having equal highest risk.  Thus both investors and investees

seem to follow what is suggested by theories of venture capital [e.g. Chan (1983),

Chan et al. (1990)] and small firms [e.g. Jovanovic (1982), Frank (1988)].  That is to

say, they both emphasise the importance of market experience.  The investee has to

‘learn’ by doing, when it comes to small business management.  The learning curve

has to be steep, as competition is usually strong.   At start-up, learning has scarcely

begun.  Arguably, the entrepreneur is not well prepared for dealing with surprise

events that impinge on the firm.  Also, the investor is usually quite unsure of how to

appraise the ability of the investee.  It takes time and skill to put incentives and checks

in place that will ensure the investee is ‘singing from the same song sheet’ as the

investor.  In short, agency risk is high.  Seed-corn and start-up are therefore judged to

be especially risky, by investor and investee alike.  We also observe from Figures 1

and 2 that investors and investees both view turnaround as highly risky.  This is

because turnaround often follows on from a period of bad performance, certainly of

the investee, but possibly also the initial investor(s).  Turnaround is often associated

with major restructuring within the firm, as well as re-contracting of the

investor/investee relationship.  This all increases risk.  Finally we observe, from

comparing Figures 1 and 2, that investees generally perceive all types of investments

to be more risky than do investors.  The only exception to this are MBI and follow-on
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investments, where investees are intrinsically better informed than investors, thereby

reducing their risk perception.  The result that investees are more risk averse than

investors is consistent with our view on agency risk [cf. Reid (1998)].

   Agreement between investor and investee is especially evident for the MBO.  It is

natural to think of this as the least risky type of investment, as the company, and the

team who run it, are very much a known quantity.  Indeed, the management team will

be even more incentivised by the buy-in.  By contrast, the MBI is more of a ‘shot in

the dark’, from the investor’s standpoint, as it involves a new team which has to be

‘experience rated’.  Investees are more sanguine about this class of investment,

probably because they could conceive themselves being bought-in to a new company.

Follow-on investments were judged by investors and investees as being relatively low

risk.  However, the low average perceived risk does mask some diversity of opinion.

To illustrate, several investors observed that “it all depends on the follow-on”.  This

suggests that follow-on per se may not be less risky than other forms of investment.  It

could be that ‘sample selection’ is occurring, with the more risky follow-on

opportunities being screened out by investors.   The same could be said of

replacement capital.  It may be quite low risk (on average), from an investor

standpoint, but they were aware that some forms of replacement (e.g. following the

death of a dynamic founder) could be fraught, and highly risky.  This may be why

investees ranked follow-on investments as being more risky than did investors.  They

are more likely to be aware of the potential this has to disrupt established firm

operations.  Done skilfully, the firm may benefit; done poorly, the firm may suffer.

This is why investees perceive capital replacement as involving significant risk.
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4. Factors in risk appraisal

Investors and investees were presented with a list of fifteen factors which could have

a bearing on their risk appraisal of an investment.  The factors which respondents had

to consider in this way included: market opportunities, the global environment, the

local environment, the quality of the proposal, the management model, the business

model, the sales model, the scale of the business etc.

   As Figure 3 indicates, investors thought that (on average) the management team was

the most important factor in the risk appraisal of an investment.  This factor is an

aspect of agency risk.  Other factors relevant to agency risk were: the extent of

motivation and empowerment within the potential investee company (third ranked);

and employee capabilities (fourth ranked).  Overall, these high rankings of

organisational factors suggest that agency risk is very important to risk appraisal.  Put

simply, agency risk has its source in uncertain and incomplete relations between

investor and investee.  Investees drive the firm forward, but the success with which

they do so depends not just on their skills, but on how they, and the investors, handle

incomplete information and uncertainty.

   This agency relationship between the investor and investee (owner-manager) has

been examined in detail by Reid (1996, 1998, 1999).  From a theoretical standpoint, if

the investee firm has under-performing management the investor is entitled to

intervene and take control [Chan et al. (1990)].  After investment has occurred there is

said to be a problem of moral hazard.  There is the temptation for all the risk to be

pushed on to the investor (as principal) by the investee (as agent).  This effect is

caused by the desire of the investee to have an easy life, and let all the risk be borne

by the investor, once the deal is done.  The investor can avoid this baneful outcome by
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Figure 3: Most important factors in risk appraisal (investors)
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Figure 4: Most important factors in risk appraisal (investees)
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extending the frequency and range of information required from the investee [see

Mitchell, Reid and Terry (1995, 1997, 1999)].

   From our interviews, we conclude that investors used information systems heavily

to manage ‘agency risk’.  When we asked them about predicting cash flow, we found

that three-quarters of investors explicitly modelled inter-relationships between

variables in cash flow projections.  Almost all investors used such techniques for

planning.  One investor explained his method as follows: “We do a lot of investment

monitoring - especially where the funds are investing.  We’re always working with

the managers very closely.  We measure profit against initial financial projections.”

We found that most investors were committed to modelling the future profitability of

their firms.  This exercise was important to the formulation of long-run strategy for

the firm.  When engaged in formal modelling, the investor often drew upon investee

opinion.  One investor explained this symbiotic relationship as follows: “The

assumptions you input to produce the model are assumptions about how the business

will run.  It’s an interactive process.”

   Consider now the investors’ assessment of the most important factors in risk

appraisal compared to those of investees (see Figures 3 and 4).   It is interesting to

note that the three factors ranked as very important by investors (viz. management

team, extent of motivation, empowerment & alignment, and employee capabilities, all

agency effects), were among those ranked as least important, or not even relevant

(=0),  by investees.  This highlights the different impact that agency problems have on

investor and investee.  The investor (as principal) is worried about how the investee

(as agent) is running the firm in which he has invested.  Due to a lack of information,

he may not be able to make an accurate assessment of the investee’s capabilities.  The

evidence of these tables is that the investor’s concern about the investee’s ability is
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not misplaced.  Thus, factors like employee capabilities, motivation and

empowerment were regarded as irrelevant to risk assessment by investees (see Figure

4).  These are, of course, a prime source of risk (i.e. agency risk) to investors.  As if to

emphasise this divergence in point of view, investees ranked information systems as

being irrelevant to risk assessments.  However, as previous research [Mitchell, Reid

and Terry (1995, 1997, 1999)] has found, an improvement in the management

accounting system (MAS) is one of the first things venture capital investors require of

their investee companies.  These data illustrate very clearly the nature of agency risk.

For example, the problem of moral hazard, so much the headache of the investor, is

clearly displayed by the evidence in Figures 3 and 4.

   Also notable in these tables are the importance to investors and investees alike of

factors like: market opportunities; the business model; the quality of the proposal; and

the sales model.  These factors all relate to ‘business risk’.  The main source of this is

uncertainty about the future value of the investee’s business.  This arises primarily

because market opportunities are hard to judge.  Even if they do prove to be

promising, it is not known whether the investee’s untried ability will be up to

exploiting such new market opportunities, especially when faced with competitive

pressure.  The business model, market opportunities, the sales model, and the quality

of the proposal, are all ranked as important to risk appraisal, by both investors and

investees.  Thus they display a common interest in dealing with business risk.  Indeed,

to the extent that the investor ‘solves’ the agency problem, or to put it another way,

efficiently ‘manages’ agency risk, investor and investee interests are well-aligned, and

they can then focus jointly on dealing with business risk.  A final point to be made in

comparing Figures 3 and 4 is that type of exit is only a moderate factor in risk

appraisal for investors, but it is the most important factor to the investee.  This key
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difference is again illuminated by the agency approach.  The investor typically has

many investment involvements.  For each one, he may have several exit strategies

(e.g. trade sale, market listing).  Compared to this, the investee is relatively risk

exposed.  Her exit is the sole source of payoff, and needs to be good.  A flop on exit

(e.g. a collapse of share price on flotation) is more damaging to the risk exposed

investee than the diversified investor.

   Turning again to ‘business risk’, this was further illuminated as a concept when we

asked investors and investees about their use of sensitivity analysis.  One investee said

“from market assessment you can work out what a reasonable revenue and cost line

would be.  Management as a whole does the market analysis and we take a top down

approach.  We tend to be quite rigorous in doing a careful analysis of the market.”

This suggests that ‘business risk’ is best managed by allowing an interaction between

investee and investor.  We have already seen that this is true in the handling of

‘agency risk’.

5. Features of innovation risk

Finally, we turn our attention to innovation risk.  To illustrate this, we asked investors

and investees how they rated certain features of innovation.  As before, we used a six

point Likert scale, with zero denoting ‘irrelevant’.  There were six features of

innovation to rank.  In the case of investors (see Figure 5), these were ranked (on

average), in decreasing order of importance, as: new product introduction compared

to rivals; the time that the investee company planned to take to develop its next

generation of products; the expected percentage of sales to be gained from new

products; the actual extent of new product introduction compared to the company’s

business plan; the number of key items in which the company was first or second to
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Figure 5: Importance of Features of Innovation (Investors)
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Figure 6: Importance of Features of Innovation (Investees)
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market; and the expected breakeven time for new products, or the company as a

whole.  Thus investors emphasised novelty, timeliness and sales.  Their concept of

novelty was in relation to the market place (e.g. novelty as against the latest efforts of

rivals).  Investors want to know that investee products are sufficiently new to beat

rivals’ new products in the marketplace, and that this can be repeated with further new

products in the future.  Investees (see Figure 6), compared to investors, were more

interested in technology per se, or in winning technological races.  On average,

investee rankings were: the number of key items in which the company might be first

or second to market; the extent of new product introduction versus competitors;

closely followed by the necessary time expected to develop the next generation of

products.  Investors generally rated all innovation features more highly than did

investees.  Thus investors seem aware that innovation is to be the basis of the investee

firm’s competitive advantage.  They also said that capitalising on such advantage

meant gaining a market presence.  Investees seem more concerned with hitting

technological goals.  ‘First to market’ only has value if, once you get the product to

market, it will be enthusiastically bought.  It is conspicuous, and very telling, that

investors rank ‘first to market’ second bottom and investees rank it first.  Further,

investees rank percentage of sales from new products as second bottom, whereas

investors rank it at third.  So, even though investees (as we have seen) worry more

about business risk than the investors, they show less awareness than investors of the

importance of markets.

6. Non-financial factors

So far, numerous facets of risk have been considered in a framework which is largely

concerned with accounting, economics and finance.  In this final section, we extend
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the discussion to factors which are, broadly speaking, outside the financial world.

We considered it important to look at factors which were outside the scope of usual

accounting discourse, because observation suggests that matters like public image can

overwhelm the detailed accountancy of ‘more or less’ if public confidence is lost in a

company.  We therefore determined upon a list of factors which could be crucial to

risk appraisal, but which might nevertheless be neglected if too blinkered an approach

were adopted.  Our final list of those non-financial factors which might be important

to the risk appraisal of investment was: investee’s public image; customer services;

quality of product; legal considerations; and staff morale (see Figures 7 and  8).

   Admittedly, several, or possibly all, of these factors can be reduced to an economic

or financial measure, and thereby ‘absorbed’ into an accounting framework.  For

example, staff morale might be raised by better pay, customer service could be

improved by heavier staffing, and legal problems can be bought off.  However, at a

certain level, these strategies will not work.  Once the public image of a company, or

its products, is damaged, it is very difficult to turn around.  If staff morale is low,

money alone will not change this - good staff are likely to leave, and company

performance will suffer.  This is why is it important to investigate factors that do not

necessarily fit into neat accounting categories, but can have disastrous effects on risk,

which is very rapidly observed in accounting performance indicators (e.g. cash-flow,

profit).

   Again, we used a six-point scale to measure how important investors and investees

perceived the five non-financial indicators to be.  The results are in Figure 7 and 8.

Three important points can be made about them.  (1) The first point to observe is that

both investors and investees judged these factors to be of some importance - none was
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Figure 7: Importance of Non-Financial Factors (Investors)
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Figure 8: Importance of Non-Financial Factors (Investees)
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judged irrelevant.  Indeed, most factors were judged to be of considerable importance.

(2) Second, it is generally the case that the investors were less worried about these

factors than the investee.  This reflects, as discussed earlier in this paper (cf. Section

3), the relatively higher risk aversion of the investee, compared to the investor.  There

are two minor exceptions to this.  (a) Staff morale is thought to be of greater

importance by investors than investees.  The difference is slight, and possibly not

significant, but may reflect the investor’s greater concern with agency risk, which

certainly embraces issues like staff morale. (b) Investors think that the public image of

investees is more important than do the investees themselves!  This is probably not

paradoxical.  Investors might well value the reputation of being ethical or prudential

investors.  To go outside this province would take them into an area of avoidable risk.

By contrast, investees are already committed to a firm with a given portfolio of

products and services, and will have managed to internalise, to some degree, the risk

inherent in their public image.  (3) Third, and most conspicuously, investors and

investees ranked the relative riskiness of these five factors in the same way.  This is

important, because it suggests a good alignment of investors’ and investees’ interests

on non-financial issues.  This may be part of what is meant by the common phrase

used by investors and investees, having concluded a deal, that ‘we get on with one

another’ or ‘we see things in the same way’.  Mutual assumptions of common interest

can then be made, on this level, and the pursuit of goals in the financial direction can

then be the focus of their energy.

7. Conclusion

This overview of investor and investee behaviour in the face of risk has focused on

four questions:
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• How risky are investments?

• What affects risk most?

• What aspects of innovation affect risk?

• What non-financial factors affect risk?

We found that there was general agreement between investors and investees about

which investments were relatively more or less risky.  However, investees were

shown to be relatively more risk averse than investors, right across the spectrum of

investee types.

   When it came to factors affecting risk most, there was a clear difference between

investors and investees.  Agency risk was largely the concern of the investor.  The

investee’s first priority was dealing with business risk, and agency risk did not figure

large in the investee’s mind.  This suggests that this component of risk had

successfully been shifted on to the investor.  Business risk was also a clear concern of

investors, who placed as much (if not more) emphasis on matters like market

opportunities and sales as investees.  The only area of considerable divergence was on

type of exit, which loomed large in the investee’s mind, presumably because of higher

risk aversion, but was of only middling importance to the investor.

   On matters of innovation, investor and investee attitudes to risk differed

considerably.  The investor focus was on novelty in the marketplace,  and on sales.

Investees were more concerned with getting to market, and with meeting innovation

plans.  This emphasises the importance of the symbiotic relation between investor and

investee, so far as risk management in the innovation area is concerned.  Each brings

a different focus to the investor-investee relationship, and these complement each

other.
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   Finally, we looked at non-financial factors, and found investors and investees were

in accordance about their relative importance.  However, the more risk averse nature

of the investee’s attitude to risk, compared to the investor, was also apparent.

   We conclude that investors and investees generally see risk in the same light, but,

that when views differ, this is explicable either by function (are you a producer or

funder?) or by attitude to risk (which itself reflects risk exposure).

Note

∗ The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of the Chartered Institute of
Management Accountants (CIMA) for the core funding that made possible the
investigation into investor conduct.  Important to the completion of the paper in
this form has been the additional  funding provided by the Carnegie Trust.  This
made  possible the extension of the work to investee conduct, including the
comparative analysis with investors embodied in this paper.  We express thanks to
the Carnegie Trust for this further support.  Any errors of omission or commission
that the authors may have committed are entirely their own responsibility.
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